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Let X be an n-dimensional vector, A an n x n matrix, f(t, x) n-dimensional 
vector-function continuous in (t, x) for f ^ 0, jx| < oo. | . | denotes any convenient 
matrix (vector) norm. We will consider two systems, 
(1) x' = Ax + f{t, x) 
and 
(2) y^Ay. 
The problem we will deal with in this paper is the asymptotic equivalence of the 
two systems (1) and (2). We will say that the two systems (l) and (2) are asymptotical­
ly equivalent iff to each solution x{t) of (1) there exists a solution y{t) of (2) such 
that 
(3) lim|x(0-K0l = O, 
f->CDO 
and conversely, to each solution y{t) of (2) there exists a solution x{i) of (1) such that 
(3) holds. 
We will speak of restricted asymptotic equivalence between (l) and (2) if the rela­
tion (3) is satisfied only between some subsets of solutions of (l) and (2), e.g. between 
the bounded solutions. 
To the problem of (restricted) asymptotic equivalence are dedicated many papers 
by various authors, as WEYL [1], LEVINSON [2], [3], WINTNER [4], [5], JAKUBOVIC 
[6], BRAUER [7], [8], BRAUER and WONG [9], [10], ONUCHIC [И]- [13] , and others. 
In what follows we will denote by Л an n x n constant matrix, by A{t) an n x n 
matrix-function continuous on [0, oo). 
We start our considerations with the systems 
(r) x' = 4f)x+/(0, 
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and 
(2') y' = A{t)y. 
Using the property that each solution of (l) can be represented in the form 
x{t) = y{t) + xoit) 
where Xo{t) is some given solution of (Г) and y(t) a suitable solution of (2'), it is 
easy to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. The systems (Г) and (2') are asymptotically equivalent iff there 
exists (at least) one solution Xo(̂ ) of (1') such that lim Xo(0 = 0 as t -^ со. 
Therefore, our next problem is to find sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
solution Xo(t) of (Г) which has the property that lim Xo{t) = 0 as f -> oo. 
Let us suppose that A has the Jordan form. Let д^ < jU2 < ... < /1̂  = Я be the 
distinct real parts of eigenvalues Я̂ (Л) of A and let m̂  be the maximum order of those 
blocks in A which correspond to eigenvalues with real part Hi, Denote m^ = m; 
p = mj if fij = 0, p =: 1 if no fij equals zero. 
Without loss of generality we will suppose that A = diag (Л^, Л2), where A^ 
and A2 are square matrices such that 
Re ^j{Aj) g — a = max Re Àj{Ai) < 0 ; m'^ = mi if /ẑ  = — a ; 
j 
ReA/^2 )>0 for all J . 
Then Y{t) = diag (e'̂ % e^^^) is the fundamental matrix of (2). Let be 
Y,{t) - diag {e'^\ 0), 7^(0 = diag (0, e'^') . 
Then 
(4) Y{t) = Y,{t) + Y,it) , Y{t) Y-\s) = 7,(0 Y^s) + 7 (̂0 Y.^^s) , 
Y,(t)Yr\s)==Y,{t-s), i = l , 2 , 
and 
(5) \Y,{t)\ й ae-^^ xAt) > t^O, 
|1ТЧ0| = | ^2 ( -0 | ^ЬХр(0 . ^ ^ 0 , 
where 
<'' "«"-{i, o i , s i , 
and a, Ь are suitable constants. 
The following lemma will be useful in what follows. 
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Lemma 1. (see Brauer [8]). Let a be a positive constant and let g{x) ^ 0 be con-' 
tinuous on 0 < t < CO and such that either 
i: g{t) dt < oo or lim g{t) = 0 , J с 
Then 
[*t 
Ите'""' e""' g{s)ds = 0. 
Now we are able to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 . / / 
Лоо 
dt < 00 , 
Jo 
then the equation 
(8) x' = Ax + f{i) 
has at least one solution converging to zero as t -^ со. 
(7) n^'I^WI 
Jo 
Proof. Let x{t), x(0) = Xo, be the solution of (l). XQ will be chosen later. Using (4) 
and the formula of variation of constants we get for x(t) the expression 
(9) x{t) = Y{t) Xo + Y,{t) !'Yr\s)f{s) ds + 7,(r) !\-\x)f{s) ds . 
Jo Jo 
Respecting (7) and (5) we have that \^o Y2^(s)f{s) ds\ < oo. Therefore we can 
write (9) in the form 
x{t) = Y,{t) Xo + Y,{t) Гхо + !\\s)f{s) dsl + 7i(0 ï'Y[\s)f{s) ds -
/•00 
-'Y,{t)\ Y;\s)f{s)ds. W 
We choose XQ such that XQ + J^ Y2^{s)f(s) ds = 0. Then our solution x{t) is given by 
(10) x{t) = Y,{t)xo + Y,{t) CYr\s)f{s)ds - 7^(0 fV ' ( ^ ) / ( ^ ) ds. 
We will prove that this solution has the property: lim x(t) = 0 as t -^ oo. It follows 
Л- I 
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from (5) that hm Y^{t) XQ = 0 as Г ^ oo and 




V ^ < - ^ > ; ( 4 r - 5 ) | / ( s ) | d 5 -
= a 
nil 
5)|/(s)|dsj = e-''-'' хЛ^ - s) 1/(5)1 d5 + e-^^^^' z,n*(̂  - s 
Jt/2 
But for t ^2,0 ^ s uit WQ have t ^ t - s ^ it ^ 1. Therefore using the defini­
tion of the function Xk we get 





using the fact that е~''"/^м'"*~^ ^ Б^ for w ^ 0. 
Now the application of lemma 1 gives that hm J^ = 0 as ^ -^ oo. Using the same 
fact that e-«(^-^> Xm^it - s) ^ B2 for t - s ^ 0 WQ have 
r»t /»00 
«/2^52 | / ( s ) | d 5 ^ 5 J 1/(5)1 ds->0 as f - ^ o o . 
J t/2 J f/2 
In such a way we have proved that also the second term on the right in (10) tends 
zero as t -> 00. . to 
We are going to estimate the last term in (10). 
Suppose that p > 1. Then using (5) we get 
/•CX) 
Y2{t)\ Y^\s)f{s)às 
•00 I Лею 
Y^i-is - i))î{i) ds ^ b\ xXs - i) 1/(5)1 d5 
respecting the fact that 5 — f g 0. But 
Л00 Л Г + 1 /»00 
Ф - 0 1/(̂ )1 d̂  = 1/(̂ )1 ds + (5 - ty \m ds ^ 
/•00 /*oo 




zero t -^ 00 respecting (7). Thus for p> \ the last term in (10) converges also to .̂̂ ivj 
t -> 00. For p = 1 the proof of the same fact is obvious. This completes the proof 
47̂  
We note that the condition (7) is the best in such sense that there are systems of the 
type (8) with a solution converging to zero as t -^ oo and this fact implies that (7) 
holds. 
Example. The system 
Xl = X2 9 
A = flit) 
has the general solution: 
/2(5) d s , 
Jo 
Jo 
X2 — C2 -h 
Xi = Ci + C2t + I (̂  ~ s)/2(s) ds , 
If Xi{t) -> 0, X2{t) -> 0 as ^ -^ 00, then it must be C2 = —jofiis) ds and c^ — 
— t /^/2(5) ds — Jo s/2(5) ds -^ 0 as t -^ 00. If we assume that f2{t) à 0, then the 
last condition implies that JQ S/2(S) ds < 00. 
Now applying theorem 1 and 2 we get immediately the proofs of the following two 
theorems. 
Theorem 3. Let F(t, u) be a function continuous in t, и on [0, 00) x [0, об) and 
nondecreasing in u,ue [0, 00). Let be 
(12) \f{t,x)\^Fit,\x\) 
for each t e [0, 00) and \x\ < 00. Let be 
(13) t^'^ F{t, c)dt < 00 for each с ^ 0 . 
Jo 
Let (1) has the solutions existing and bounded on infinite intervals [̂ QJ OO)- Then 
to each such bounded solution x[t) of (l) there exists a solution of (2) such that (3) 
holds. 
Proof. Let x{t) be a bounded solution of (1). Then \x{t)\ ^ K, t ^ 0, Let y{t) 
be an arbitrary solution of (2). Then z(t) = x(t) — y{t) is a solution of 
(14) z' = Az +f{t,x{t)) 
and if z{t) is an arbitrary solution of (14), then y{t) = x{t) — z(t) is a solution of (2). 




< 00 . 
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Therefore by theorem 2 the system (14) has a solution Zo(̂ ) such that Zo(̂ ) -> 0 as 
t -> 00. Then yQ(t) = x(t) — Zo{t) is a solution of (2) and \x{t) — Jo(OI ~ |̂ o(OI "^ ^ 
as t -^ CO. 
We note that theorem 3 is a generahzation of the theorem 3 of Jakubovic [6]. In 
the same way we can prove 
Theorem 4. Let x(t) be a solution o / ( l ) such that 
(15) \x{t)\ ^ Ke^h^, t^O 
where К "^ 0, fi ^ 0, h ^ 0 be constants. 




be satisfied. Then there exists a solution y(t) of (2) such that \x(t) — y{i)\ -^ 0 as 
t - > 00 . 
Now suppose that (l) and (2) are asymptotically equivalent. Then necessarily the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution x{t) of (l) must be the same as of the correspon­
ding solution y{t) of (2). More precisely, let Y(t), 7(0) = E, be the fundamental matrix 
of (2). Then 
(17) \Y{t)\ й coe''Xm{t) , t^O, 
and 
(18) \y{t)\ = \Y{t)yiO)\uco\y{0)\e''x.{t), t^O. 
Therefore, if (l) and (2) are asymptotically equivalent, the solutions x(t) of (l) satisfy 
the estimate 
\x{t)\ ^ de'' Xrn{t) + o(l) for t^to^O, 
where d and tQ are suitable constants. Our aim is to establish the conditions which 
guarantee that for the solutions x{t) of (l) the bounds 
(19) \x{t)\ й De'^'-'°h^t - to), t^to^O 
are valid. We will prove the following theorem. 




for each с ^ 0 and 
(21) sup - i^e-'^ F(t, ce'^ xM dt = S < - . 
11,00) с J t^ Co 
Then each solution x(t), x(̂ o) = ô> ô = ^J ̂ / ( 0 ^^i^^s on [?o> ^ ) ^^^ ^̂ ^ estimate 
(19) /îoW5. 
Proof. Let x(t), x(fo) = л;о, be a solution of (1). Then this solution satisfies the 
integral equation 
(22) x{t) = Y(t ^ fo) ^0 + Y(t--s)f{s,x{s))ds 
and conversely, each solution x(t) of this integral equation is a solution of (1) satisfying 
the condition х(Го) = XQ. 
First we assume that x{t) is a solution of (l) on [̂ o, oo). Then using (17) and (12) 
we get from (22) that 
\x(t)\ S сУ^'-'^^ Xm{t ~ g |xo| + Co [ e'^'-'' Xm{t ^ s) F{S, \X{S)\) ds , 
J to 
The function XrJf) is nondecreasing for ^ ̂  0. Therefore for ^ ̂  s ^ ô we have 
t - s й t - to a,nd Xm{t - 5) g Xmit - ô)- Then we get 
|x(0| ^ Coe'''-''h^{t ^ to)^\xo\ + |y^^^-«>F(5 , |x(5)|)d5j 
and 
\x{t)\ ^ Сое'' x^t - 0̂) n^ol e-^''' + Г e~'' F{s, \x{s)\) d s l . 
We denote 
(23) AT = \xo\ e-^'' + e"'' F{s, \x(s)\) ds , T ^ to . 
J to 
Then 
(24) \x(t)\ S Сое'' Xrnit -to) AT, to й t й T. 
We will consider two cases: 
a) Let for each T"^ tobt A^ < I/CQ. Then we have from (24) that 
|x(0|^e^V<'-'<'>;(„(f-fo) for t^to. 
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Thus (19) is valid. 
b) Let there exist such TQ ̂  ô that AJ^CQ ^ 1. Since Aj is a nondecreasing function 
of T we have that AJCQ ^ 1 for each T ^ TQ. 
Now from the condition (21) it follows that for T ^ To 
(25) Ге-'' F(s, CoAje'^ Xm{s)) as S ScoAj . 
Jfo 
Substituting (24) in (23) and respecting the monotonicity of F{t, u) in и we get 
(26) • Ar й Ы e-''^ + f e-'^ F(s, CoA^e'^ xM ds й 
J to 
/•00 
й \xo\ e-"° + e-'^ F{s, СоАгв'^ xM ds 
J to 
-Afo 
and respecting also (25) 
Hence we have 
(27) AT < 
1-Sco 
Substituting in (24) we obtain that 
(28) \x{t)\ й Co - J ^ e''^-^^' xÀt -to), to й t S T, 
1 - Sco 
But the second term in this inequality does not depend on Г. Therefore we conclude 
that this inequality is valid for all t "^ ÎQ. Thus the estimate (19) is valid also in this 
case b). 
Now suppose that x{t), x(to) = Xo, is a solution of (l) existing only on [to, t^), t^< со. 
Then it must be \x{t)\ unbounded on [to, t^). If we make the same considerations as 
above for Те [to, t^) we get that for \x{t)\ the estimate (19) is valid for to S t < t^. 
But this contradicts the above statement. This proves that the conditions of theorem 5 
and the continuity of f(t, x) on t ̂  0, \x\ < со guarantee the existence of the solution 
x{t), x{to) = Xo, of (l) on [to, oo) and the validity of (19). This completes the proof. 
Remark . The condition (21) can be substituted by the condition 
(21') limi e-"Fit,ce"xMàt = 0 
to-* 00 С J to 
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uniformly with respect to с e [ l , oo). In fact, if (2Г) is satisfied then it is possible to 
choose to in such a way that (21) will be satisfied. 
Theorem 5 gives us the main tool to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let be satisfied (12) and let be 
(29) Гt^'-'F{t,ce'^xM^t 
J 0 





for each с ^ 0 if X < 0. Furthermore let be (2Г) satisfied. Then the systems (l) 
and (2) are asymptotically equivalent. 
Proof. First we observe that the condition (29) and (29') respectively imply the 
condition (20). Thus the theorem 5 is applicable. Consider the case that Я < 0. It 
means that each solution y{t) of (2) converges to zero as f -^ oo and by the inequal­
ity (19) the same is true also for the solutions x(t) of (l). The asymptotic equivalence 
of (1) and (2) in this case is obvious. 
Let us now suppose that Я ̂  0. Let x{t) be a solution of (l), and consider the equa­
tion (30) 
(30) z' = Az +f{t,x{t)). 
It follows from the theorem 5 and from (29) that 
0 
f\f{t,x{i))\ât< 00. Г 
Jo In fact, 
/•00 MQ /»00 
t'-'\f{t,x{i))\àt=\ t^-^|/(^x(())|d(+ t^-^t,x{i))\àt 
Jo Jo J to 
and 
rf-'\f{t, x{i))\ At й Гг"-' F{t, ce" хМ dt<co, 
J to J to 
where tQ is such that (21) is satisfied. Now by theorem 2 the equation (30) has a solu­
tion Zo{t) such that Zo(̂ ) -> 0 as Г -^ oo. Then y(t) = x(t) — Zo(̂ ) is a solution of (2) 
and x{t) — y[t) = Zo(̂ ) -> 0 as Ï -> 00. 
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We are going to prove the second part of the theorem. Let y(t), y(0) = уо, be 
a solution of (2). Then consider the integral equation 
(31) xit) = y{t)+Y,{t) 
*t /»00 
Yr \s)f{s, x{s)) as - 7^(0 Y,-\s)f{s, x{s)) ds , 
to J t 
t ^ tQ. The number ÎQ will be chosen later. It easy to see that each solution of this 
integral equation is a solution of (l) for t ^ ÎQ. We need to prove that this integral 
equation has a solution for t ^ ÎQ. 
Let В = {(p{t) I \(p{t)\ ^ De^' Xm{t). t ^ to, for all D ^ 0} be the set of all vector-
valued functions (p{t) continuous on [Го, oo), to ^ 0 and bounded in norm by 
Ht)\\ = sup -Щ 
[to,oo) e^' Xm{t) 
Then by this norm is Б a Banach space. 
Using (5), (12) and the monotonicity of F and Xm we get 
/•oo I 1*00 
Y2\s)f{s, cp{s)) ds й \Y,{-s)\ F{s, \<p{s)\) ds й 
J to I J Го 
X,{s) F{s, De^' Xm{s)) ds < oo . 
Thus the operator 
/*f /•oo 
Tcp = y{t) + Y,{t) \ Y,-\s)f{s,cp{s))ds-Y2{t)\ Y2\s)f{s, cp{s))ds 
J to J t 
is defined on B. Let be 
G{t) = Y,{t)ï'Yr\s)f{s,(p{s))ds. 
J to 
Then, using (5), (12) and the monotonicity of F we have 
\G{t)\ S a Ce-^'^-^'xAt - s)F{s,De'^xM^^' 
J to 
The same considerations as in the proof of the theorem, 2 give 
rit + to)/2 
\G{t)\ ^ a e-^^-^ xAt - s) F{s, De'^ Xm{s)) ds + 
J to 
+ a f e-"<'-»' xAt - s) F{s, De'' xM ds = a{Z, + Z^) . 
J(<+fo)/2 
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For Zi we have 
(•{t + toyz 





as ^ -^ 00 applying lemma 1. Here /ĉ  = max e """/̂ м""* ^ < oo. Using the fact that 
к2 = max e"""" Xm*{^) < oo we have that 
и^О 
Z2Uk2r F{s,De''Xm{s))ds->0 
Jit + to)/2 
as Ï -> 00. So we have proved that 
(32) Hm G{t) = 0 
t-*oo 
and therefore G{t) is bounded on [ÎQ, OO) by a constant depending on D. 
Let now BQ = {(p e В \ \\ç\\ й Q}, Q ^ 2со|уо|- From (5) and monotonicity of 
F{t, u) in и it follows that 
\T(p\ й cy'Xm{t) \Уо\ + f Vi(^ - )̂l I/(^' (̂̂ ))l d5 + 
Jfo 
/• 00 
+ 1 \Y,{t-s)\\f{s,<p{s))\àsu 
S Сое'' xJt) |уо| + « f ' e"^ '̂~'̂  Z..(ï - s) F (s, qe"^ xJs)) As + 
J to 
/•00 
+ Ь zXs-OF(s,ee^»Z„(s))dsg 
^ «" ;fiO [cobol + afe2 rF{s, ge'^ xM ds + b Гx,{s) F{s, ge'^ xM ds] • 
We choose tç such that 
лоо лоо 
акг F{s, Qe'^ Xm(s)) äs + b \ Хр{^) H', Qe'" хМ as й Ы , 
J to J to 
which can be done because of (29). Then we get 
\Tcp\ й Qe''Xm{t) , 
which means that TB^ с B^. 
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Next we show that T is continuous on B^. Let be (p„, cp e B^^ \\(p„ •- Щ -^ ^ as 
n -> 00. Then (p„{t) -> (p{t) uniformly on any finite interval [̂ o, t^]• For T(p„ - T<p 
we have 
\Tcp„ - T<p\ = \Y,{t) Crr^s) [/(s, ç>„(s)) - /(s, (p{s))] ds -
• - Y,{t) Гг,-\з) [/(s, ф„(5)). - fis, <p{s))-} d5| ^ 
^ a [' e--^'-^ x„.(( - s) \f{s, %(s)) - /(s, <p(5))| ds + 
J to 
+ b Xp{s - t) |/(s, cp„{s)) - fis, <pis))\ ds S 
^ flfcî f V(s. <?«(«)) - /(s. (Pis))\ ds + 1акг [ Fis, QB^ Xnis)) 
J to J f1 
b f"xp(s) l/(s, cpnis)) - fis, ф))\ ds + 2b [°°Xp(s) Fis, ge'^ xM 
J to J tl 
+ 




j t i 
ds + lb xXs)F{s,Qe''Xrn{s))às<^г. 
From the continuity of f{t, x) and from the uniform convergence of (p„(s) to cp{s) 
on [to, tl] we get that for 8 > 0 there exists an integer По(8) such that for each n ^ 
^ По(8) 
\f{s, cpls)) - /(s, <p{s))\ < — ? — . 
[2 (tl - to)afc2 + b Xp(s)ds 
But then we have that for n ^ По(8) 
|T(p„(t) - T(p{i)\ < i8 + i8 = 8, t ^ to 
and also 
because 
\Tcli) - T<p(011 й в . 
\Tcp„it) - T<pit)\ e-^' х^ЧО ^ \T<P«it) - T9it)\, t^to 
But this means the continuity of T on Bg. 
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Now, from the fact that TB^ c: B^ it follows that the functions of TB^ are uniformly 
bounded (in norm). It is also easy to show that Tcp = v, cp e B^, is a solution of the 
equation 
v' = Av +f{t,(p{t)). 
Hence we get that 
\v'\ = \Ä\ \V\ + F{t, ge'^xM й \Л\ ge'^ Xm{t) + F{t, qe'^ xM • 
Thus V has a uniformly bounded derivative on any finite interval [fg, ^i] and there­
fore the family of functions TB^ is equicontinuous. So all hypotheses of the Schauder 
fixed point theorem are satisfied. Consequently, the operator Thas a fixed point (p{t) 
in BQ, i.e. T(p = Ф, which means that <̂  is a solution of (31), and also a solution of (l). 
Further we have to prove that \(p — y(t)\ -^ 0 as t -> oo. 
From (31) we get . 
I#)-X0i Y,{i) Y[\s)f{s, cp{s)) As - Y^it) Y:\s)f{s, cp{s)) ds 
J to J t 
^ \G{t)\ + b ГхХ^ - t) F{s, Qe'^ xM ds ^ 
й \G{t)\ + b F{s, ge'^ xM ds + b \ s^-' F{s, ge'^ xM ds й 
Jt jt+i 
u\G{t)\ + b rF{s,ge'^ Xm{s)) ds + b T s ^ " ^ F{s, ge'' xM ds-^ 0 
as t -^ 00. This completes the proof. 
After this we are able to prove the following theorem about the asymptotic equiva­
lence of the sets of bounded solutions of (l) and (2). 
Theorem 7. Let the hypotheses of the theorem 3 be valid. Then there exists the 
asymptotic equivalence between the set of all bounded solutions of (l) and the set 
of all bounded solutions of (ly 
Proof. The proof in one direction is given by theorem 3. Thus to each bounded 
solution x{t) of (l) there exists a solution y(t) of (2) such that (3) holds. 
Let now y{t) be a bounded solution of (2). We will prove that the integral equation 
(31) has a bounded solution under the conditions of the theorem 3. Let H be the set 
of all vector-valued functions (p{t) continuous and bounded on [to, oo). Let \\(p{t)\\ = 
= sup \(p{t)\. Then Я is a Banach space. Using (5), (12) and the monotonicity of 
[fO,oo) 
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F(t, и) in и we get for (p{t) e H that 
I /»00 ] /* 00 
Y2\s)f{s, Ф)) d s U fo Xp{s) Fis, c)ds<œ. 
Therefore we can define on H the operator T^ : 
ГЧ /*oo 
T,(p = y{t) + Y,{t) Yr'{s)f{s, cp{s)) ds - Y^{t) Y2-\s)f{s, ф)) ds . 
J fO J t 
Now in the same way as in the proof of the theorem 6 it is possible to prove via 
Schauder fixed point theorem the existence of a fixed point of T̂  in H. It means that 
the integral equation (31) has a bounded solution Xi{t), It is obvious that this solution 
is also a solution of (l). Now, from (31) we have 
l^i(0 - XOI = Y,{t) Y[\s)f{s, x,{s)) ds - Y,{t) Y^\s)f{s, x.(s)) ds 
J to J t 
Л00 
^ 1^(01 + b Xp{s-t)F{s,c)dsè 
< 
/•f+i 
й \G{t)\ + b F{s, c)ds + b sP-^F(s, c)ds->0 
t+i 
SiS t -> CO using the similar arguments as at the end of the proof of the theorem 6. 
We note that the theorems 6 and 7 generahze the theorems 2 and 3 of Jakubovic 
[6] and the theorem 1 of Brauer and Wong [10] and others. 
We note also that the theorems 2 — 7 remain valid in the case that A = A(t) is 
a matrix transformable in a constant matrix Б, i.e. if there exists a matrix of Ljapunov 
L{t) E Ci([0, oo)) such that 
M = sup \L{t)\ < 00 , M' = sup \L{t)\ < 00 , |det L{t)\ ^ r > 0 
[0,сю) [0,cx)) 
and the substitution и = L{t) у transforms (2) in м' = Bu, where В = (L + LA) L~ ^ 
is a constant matrix. Then v = L{t) x transforms (Г) in v' = Bv + Lf(t) and (l) 
in v' = Bv -h Lf{t, LT^v), The constants p, m, À in the theorems 2 — 7 must be now 
those which belong to matrix B. 
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